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Lecture 6 

ROCOCO AND NEO-CLASSICISM, 17C - 18C 

S  l  i  d  e     
Globalisation Mark 1 – Maritime Empires:  England, Spain, Holland, Portugal: 

-colonies in the Americas and the East [East India Co 1600, Dutch 1602] 
 Gold and precious metals; slave trade, plantations 
Global trade in foodstuffs;  global gardening -  seeds and bulbs transplanted  

- Tea from China, silk, porcelain;  Coffee:  Ethiopia -> Arabia,  
- Agricultural Revolution 18C:  enclosures;  steam engine 1740 before Ind’l Rev.  
- Population growth: improved food supply, no plague, urbanisation increased  

o Thomas Malthus fears - increased population of Europe  
- Improved medical science through medicinal plants, scurvy - vitamin C.  
- advancements in medicine (circulation, Wm Harvey) – 5 humours abandoned 
- Economic Trends: population inc = more economic activity; imperial exchange  
- UK industries:  coal, shipping, cotton, pig-iron; exports doubled; slave econ’y 

(Not industrial revolution yet; production not mechanised, exc iron smelting, 
weaving) 

 -  Similar but smaller industrial complexes in France, Belgium, Germany, n. Spain 
 - Free trade a new doctrine, Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations 1776, capitalism 
Social:  Wealthy merchant class in ports.   Pilgrimages replaced by the Grand Tour;  
Scientific Revolution:  Lavoisier, oxygen;  Newton, gravity; Franklin, electricity –  
    - Nature was full of invisible powers that could replace human effort, harness 

natural energy. 
- Joseph Priestly, chemist; geological investigations 

Age of Reason,  Enlightenment belief in progress, optimism; questioning all:  
god – atheism; belief in reasoned argument, Goethe, Leibniz 

Political Revolutions in America 1776 and France 1789, democracy 

ARCHITECTURE  
The last phase of the Baroque was called Rococo, an elegant, light-hearted style of 
décor 17C;  a more restrained form of the Baroque.  The style suited Parisian tastes.  
 Rococo is a combination of the French word rocaille (stone) and coquilles (shell), 
which were common Rococo decorative motifs.   

      Slide    2        
- Like Baroque in its shapes: ovals, sculpture, staircases, but more subdued 
• Light and delicate; Baroque sombre and forceful 
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• White and gold colours, also pink and light blue 
• Adopted in France instead of Baroque:   
• Also mainly in Germany and Austria (remnants in England)  

Easy to identify:  decorated ‘gable’ at top, usually oval shape with swirls 

elaborate Baroque gable  

But Rococo is just as vivacious, as voluptuous as the Baroque, eg, 
- The Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte in Maincy southeast of Paris, mid-17C 

designed for Nicolas Fouquet, superintendent of finances for King Louis XIV.   
This château was an influential work of architecture in Europe.   

- The architect, the landscape architect and the painter-decorator worked 
together on a large-scale project for the first time.  Their collaboration marked 
the beginning of the "Louis XIV style".  White and gold stuccoing of the 
Baroque retained in the interior, but more subdued. 

Roof line Great Hall, painted ceiling subdued, no elaborate sculpture  
Half dome with pepperpot turret 

The grandest was the Palace of Versailles, begun in the mid-17C by King Louis XIII 
and inherited by Louis XIV, the Sun King, who expanded the palace considerably.  Its 
most famous room is the Hall of Mirrors, decorated in the ‘restrained’ Baroque style 
of the French, designed by Mansart, 1678-84. Setting for the Congress on Treaty of 
Versailles, 1919.   

3    Queen’s bedchamber 
(cf Trump Tower in NY – gold and white)   

After the reign of Louis XIV, the wealthy and aristocratic French moved back to Paris 
from Versailles and began decorating their homes in the new Rococo style, which 
became associated with King Louis XV. 

- In Paris, an early example is the Hotel de Soubise, a chateau built in 
Renaissance style, bought by the Prince de Soubise in 1700.  Room redecorated 
for his granddaughter, Salon de la Princess, 1735-40. 
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Hotel de Soubise Ren. façade, exc roof  Salon de la Princess 

One connects the term Rococo chiefly with France;  but not as sophisticated in 
France as it was in Germany. 
Verzehnheiligen, a pilgrimage church by Balthasar Neumann, in Franconia, is 

perhaps the most complex of all Rococo churches.  According to one historian, 
‘Neumann’s work achieves architectural purity and subtlety by spatial magic in the 
interior, given there are no aisles and no dome. He uses much gold on white, a 
common theme in Rococo interiors.  The nave is strung between two ovals:  choir 
and entry.’  The semicircular chapels are dedicated to 14 Cistercian saints who 
saved children in the Black Death.  

       2 ovals and apse 

JM Fischer and Joseph Schmuzer, contemporaries of Zimmerman, designed the church 
Ottobeuren in Bavaria, 1735-66 

Bulging     Similar, more elaborate than Zimmerman’s church 

It was in secular architecture that the Rococo language was first developed in 
France, Germany and Austria.   Few churches were being built at this time. 

- Zwinger Palace in Dresden, built by Matthaus Poppelmann is an original 
style of German Rococo, with a 3-dimensional curve as leitmotif. 

‘What exultation in these rocking curves, and yet what grace! Joyful, never vulgar; 
vigorous, boisterous perhaps, but never crude. The forward and backward motion 
never stops.’  

Note gable Now gallery of Old Masters    Upper floor 
pavilion 

While German patrons often preferred the bombastic Baroque, the Austrians were 
somewhat more conservative , and chose the Rococo style.  Schönbrunn Palace, 
a Hapsburg summer residence in Vienna, is a more delicate version of a palace.  
Traditional neo-classical exterior, rococo interior, with the element of fantasy 
which Rococo designers extracted from Baroque design 
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    1,441 rooms, ceramic wood heaters in residential rooms; 
great tourist attraction since 1950. 

The Hofberg Imperial Palace, Vienna, began in the 13C and was extended in the 
following centuries.  The Redouten Wing is its Rococo addition, now a concert hall.   

Renaissance Redouten Wing Wedding 

The State Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg, Russia, former winter palace of 
tsars early 18C, now a museum of art and culture. One of the largest and oldest 
museums in the world, the palace was founded in 1764 by Catherine the Great and 
has been open to the public since 1852. Its collections comprise 3 million items.  
Paintings bought in bulk by Tsar Nicholas II, early 20C,  including Matisses.  

Renaissance style with Rococo elements Small Italian skylight room 
Grand marble staircase to enter museum. 

Also in Russia, Peter the Great’s summer palace, Peterhof, 1705-55, outside St 
Petersburg, on a bluff overlooking the Gulf of Finland, a magnificent site.  The 
Grand Cascade of fountains, modelled on one at Louis XIV’s Château de Marly,  is 
part of a 1.2km park full of marvels. 

  Chesma Hall, French mirrors 

Architects often display their fantasies in garden or wilderness areas, whereas they 
might be more conservative in designing public buildings, eg   

The Amalienburg  is an elaborate hunting lodge in the grounds of Nymphenburg 
Palace, Munich, constructed in 1734-1739 by François de Cuvilliés, in the 
Rococo style, for Emperor Charles VII.  

Design in Pediment    Interior, Hall of Mirrors 
      Ovals above pilasters 

Examples of Rococo style in England produced no good photos, possibly because so 
many landed estates were recreated in neo-classical style, or were demolished after 
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the World Wars.  Cannon House in Middlesex County was one;  its Rococo 
chapel was incorporated into a church.  

Great Wiley Church, Little Stanmore, Middlesex 

Last Examples: 
Neumann’s Bishop’s Palace at Bruchsal, 1730, in the district of Karlsruhe, an 

economic center of the region, known for being Europe's 
largest asparagus producer. The staircase at Bruchsal is unique.   

    staircase 

Bruchsal is the high-water mark of the Baroque and Rococo style, and also its end in 
Germany.  After Neumann died, the German Classical Revival began in 1760. 

Not quite at end of Rococo in Europe.  Portugal lays claim to the last Rococo building 
with its Queluz National Palace, built in mid=18C, known as the ‘Portuguese 
Versailles’ 

    Ballroom Hall of Ambassadors 

18C NEO-CLASSICISM  -   SLIDE  – ‘Age of Reason’ or ‘Enlightenment’ 

Baroque and Rococo came to an abrupt end by mid-18C, except in Portugal.  
Europe turned to a more sober and ponderous classical architecture.   
Several reasons:   
- Baroque and Rococo were played out (tastes changed) 
- instability in Europe, culminating in French Revolution of 1789 --  led to clients’ 

search for more permanence and authority in their buildings 
 - Baroque had been limited to mostly Catholic countries;  

- the architecture preferred in France and Protestant Germany now came into its 
own;   ie, classical is the Protestant style, Baroque was Catholic 

- A Palladian form of classicism, but with elaborate staircases from both sides 
Nuttgens:  The new fashionable taste for classicism was first expressed in England 

and Scotland—to the gentler interpretation of classicism by Palladio.  After 
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taking three Grand Tours of Europe, the last with Palladio’s book under his arm, 
the Whig aristocrat and amateur architect Lord Burlington returned to create his 
London house in the Palladian style. With William Kent he designed Chiswick 
House in 1725 and established the style of the 18C. 

near London 

At the time England was undergoing an agricultural revolution which was to transform 
the appearance of the rural landscape.  The country house became wholly 
Palladian through Lord Burlington’s efforts, except that the English examples are 
larger and heavier than Palladio’s villas and often incorporate motifs that he would 
not have tolerated, such as a curved outer staircase into the garden, designed to 
stand in English parks.   

At the same time, the young Scottish architect Colen Campbell produced a tract 
praising Palladio and Inigo Jones.  Burlington brought together a group of 
architects, including Campbell and Kent, who ‘dictated’ the taste of English 
architecture for the rest of the century.   

Campbell first put his ideas into practice for the Prime Minister, Robert Walpole, in a 
magnificent 12-metre double-cube building, Houghton Hall in Norfolk  

I.Jones style     Rococo staircase, W’s art collection 

At the time of Neumann’s Rococo Palace at Bruchsal, large houses of Palladian or 
Neo-Classical style began to appear all over England.   
Prior Park near Bath, was designed by John Wood the Elder, 1730s, for Ralph 

Allen, a philanthropist of the new social class of entrepreneurs.  

     Folly  Inside the Palladian bridge 

Prior Park is formal house set in an informal garden, created during the 1750s and 
1760s, by the great landscape gardener Capability Brown.  The garden was 
influential in defining the style of garden known on the Continent as the English 
garden, which differed greatly from the formal French gardens.  Their plans 
were elaborately meandering paths and rills, the opposite of Palladian symmetry, 
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more like Baroque irregularity.  It marks the beginning of the Picturesque style 
of garden architecture, with little temples scattered about, called ‘follies’.  This 
was the style of the new country manor from mid-18C. 

  
Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire – another great house and landscape of the period. 

Designed by architects hired by the Curzon family, who then passed the project to 
 Robert Adam 1760s after admiring his work.  This  re-creation of antique Roman 

splendour for modern domestic purposes was an achievement unequalled since the 
days of Raphael and unique in Europe at this time.  Adam also designed the 
picturesque garden, including this bridge.  (remember his name) 

note staircase   

Another of the famous 18C English architects was James Wyatt who, like Adam, 
trained in Rome and is said to have imitated Adam’s style.  First work:  the 
Pantheon, Oxford Street, the most spectacular assembly rooms in the country.   

(demolished)        nterior unmistakable 

Wyatt also worked for the new merchant class in designing Dodington Park, Avon.   
In the 18th century the Codrington family became wealthy from sugar plantations in 
the West Indies.  Slaveowners, baronets, MPs (new money) 

Bath Lodge at the southern entrance to Dodington Park 

Wyatt designed classical country houses in a formal symmetrical Palladian design, but 
his later work included the Senior Commons Rooms at Oriel College, Oxford, 
with a Georgian façade in Renaissance style, not Palladian. 

    Senior Library, first floor, unpainted ceiling 

George Dance designed the famous Newgate Prison in London, 1768-80, demolished 
1902, with festoons of chains over the entrance doorways.  Charles Dickens was a 
visitor as a boy when his father was gaoled as a debtor. 
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Finally, Sir John Soane (1752-1837), first president of Royal Institute of Architects.   
His last building was the Stock Office at the Bank of England, 1792, designed 
with George Dance . 

          Statue of Soane on Bank of England 

Soane’s buildings are now demolished. To experience the Soanean aesthetic, visit his 
remarkable houses, now museum, which he created from 1792  in Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields, London. 

In England from 1660 the noblemen and squires regarded a London house as a pied-a-
terre (London pad) and considered their real homes in the country.  Their demand for 
houses in London spurred town planning in the Georgian style. 

The principle of the palace façade for a whole row of houses was introduced by 
Robert Adam in his Adelphi composition on the Thames. Robert was the most 
prominent of a family of creative architects, from his father William to his 
brothers John and James. 

    Last one standing, 11 Adelphi St 

Robert Adam had a long and productive career extending late into the 18C, with a 
legacy of great buildings, including Somerset House on the Strand in London.  The 
buildings I have shown were his Palladian examples at the beginning of his career.  He 
is also known for numerous Georgian houses with his characteristic fanlight 
windows above the doors. 
Charlotte Square, New Town, Edinburgh, among his achievements.  

Montage North side Adam Fanlight 
Berkeley Square, Mayfair (Monopoly) in London’s West End, is the elite of the 

London Squares.   It was originally laid out in the mid 18th century by William 
Kent.  The gardens in the centre are open to the public, and their Plane trees are 
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among the oldest in central London, planted in 1789.  Note the Renaissance 
structure of the facades and large glass sash windows (imported Venetian 
technology 16C). 

 

Contrast with the modest Georgian houses of Camden Town, industrial end North 
London, 1791  

2up plus basement was the uniform style.   

The Royal Crescent, Bath is a row of 30 terraced houses laid out in a sweeping 
crescent.  Designed by the architect John Wood the Younger and built 1767-74, it is 
among the greatest examples of Georgian architecture to be found in UK.  
Wood was the first after Inigo Jones to impose Palladian uniformity on an English 
square as a whole.  The designed squares had a palace front, creating a uniform plan, 
whereas previously owners were free to design their own homes on squares.   

 

NEO-CLASSICISM IN EUROPE 
French neo-classicism was established in 1740s at the French Academy in Rome by 
French scholars. From triumphal arches they turned to the design of public buildings 
in the classical style on a megalomaniac scale.   

One of the first French architects to re-introduce the classical style was Ange-Jacques 
Gabriel, who designed the large Place de la Concorde in Paris, 1753-75.  He was 
commissioned to return to a primitive classical lucidity in which all unnecessary 
ornament would be eliminated by making the orders functional, not decorative.   

view from Eiffel Tower  Closeup: hotel behind, US embassy on left 
Gabriel also designed the Petit Trianon, Versailles, in 1760s – not a curved line to be 

seen in the main body of the house (not in the English Palladian style).  Built for 
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King Louis XV’s mistress, Mme de Pompadour; much used by her successor,  
Marie Antoinette, who developed the gardens before she lost her head. 

      simple painted room, no gilding, dentils at cornices 

Another public monument in Paris is the Pantheon in the Latin Quarter, designed by 
Jacques-Germain Soufflot after tour of Italy and study in Rome 1740s.  (One of 
many Pantheons in Europe)  Now a mausoleum for famous Parisians. 

 Interior dome as in Rome, but no oculus at top  

Marie-Joseph Peyre and Charles de Wailly, designed the Theatre de l’Odeon) for 
the Theatre Français, 1740.  De Wailly introduced a more poetic note to his 
classicism.   

Demolished 19C 

De Wailly’s Chateau de Montmusard near Lyon, also demolished 1867:  was one of 
the most picturesque classical buildings in France, with a semicircular colonnade 
for which there is hardly a direct precedent. 

romantic painting by Jean-Baptiste Lallemand 

Another de Wailly masterpiece, Hotel de Thelusson, included some of the leading 
qualities of the Picturesque movement, especially in the garden design.  
Unfortunately, it too was demolished in the 19C. (no slide) 

The leading French Picturesque architect in the years before the Revolution of 1789, 
Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, operated on a larger canvas than any other.  He never 
travelled to Rome.  Of his surviving bldgs is Hôtel d’Hallwyll, Paris, with 
garden.  Note decorative element above door, unlike Georgian houses in England   

Entrance 
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Ledoux was not a political revolutionary, but imprisoned as a royalist 1793-4 
because of his employment by aristocracy…, survived prison, died 1804. 

Another Ledoux work is the director’s house of the Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-
Senans, a Classical form with playful columns, Picturesque.   

Ledoux showed whimsy with his columns 

In Italy, Palazzo Serbelloni, Milan, by Simone Cantoni, 1775-94, is the central part 
of a long row along a street designed in 18C neo-classical with Renaissance mix. 

 

Also in Milan, Giuseppe Piermarini designed La Scala Theatre, the famous opera 
house, in 1776.  Italy less prone to demolish its grand architecture. 

Teatro alla Scala,   
Nearby, neo-Gothic home for retired opera singers provided by Verdi, 1896. 

Venice in 18C largely centred on an unadventurous Palladian revival.   

Praça do Comércio, Lisbon, 1777- , another example of 18C town planning.  Royal 
Palace on the site was destroyed in the 1775 earthquake and tsunami that destroyed 
Lisbon.  Extends along the banks of the Tagus River.  Gate, not completed until well 
into the 19C. 

The square has also been the scene of historic events such as the assassination 
of Carlos I, the penultimate King of Portugal in February 1908. 

 

Heading northeast to Germany,   
Frederick the Great of Prussia, with his fondness for English architecture, 
commissioned Georg von Knobelsdorff to design the opera house in Berlin – in 
Palladian style.  Not much to say about it.  (Lots to say about Frederick II, 1740-86, 
enlightened despot, free education 1760, a century before England and France) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milan_-_Scala_-_Facade.jpg
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Knobelsdorff also designed the Catholic Cathedral of St Hedwig, a miniature version 
of the Pantheon, with full dome visible, and the first Catholic church in Prussia after 
the Reformation. 

One of many Pantheons in Europe  Interior 

Frederick’s French and English enthusiasms were shared by the Prince of Dessau, who 
commissioned the founding building of German classicism, 1769,  by Friedrich 
Wilhelm von Erdmannsdorff. 

His interest in the ideals of the French Enlightenment led him to lay out an English 
landscaped park at Wörlitz near Dessau.    

   English Picturesque garden 

After Schloss Wörlitz one of the boldest statements of neo-classical ideals in 18C 
Germany was the Museum Fridericianum at Kassel, built by Simon-Louis du Ry, 
1779.  It is regarded as the first independent museum and one of the oldest public 
museums in Europe. The Fridericianum originally housed the state library of the 
German state of Hesse, the art collections of the Hessian  dukes, including the 
“Modern Statue Gallery”, as well as an encyclopedic range of artefacts, and wax 
figures of historic Hessian landgraves (dukes). 

 

Frederick II’s successor as King of Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm II, 1787-97, turned to 
German-born architects to work for him. 

  
The first product of this attempt to make Berlin a German cultural centre was the 

Brandenburg Gate, built by Carl Gottard Langhans at the western entrance to 
the city.  Regarded as an ennobling moral force of ancient Greek culture, and 
unfortunately combined with a strong dose of incipient Prussian nationalism.  
Worse in the 1930s, symbol of Nazi government. 
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Note Greek classical elements: Doric columns, entablature with triforium, 
pediment partly formed from lines on entablature and triangle completed at top 

The last King of Poland before its partition in 1795, was entranced by the French 
Enlightenment on a visit to Paris.  He commissioned French architect  

Victor Louis to remodel the palaces in 1765 with a Picturesque garden.  Louis’s work 
influenced a generation of architects.  Among other changes, he remodeled and 
enlarged king’s summer palace, Lazienki Palace.   

  Northern façade   Louis XVI style interior (Rococo, not classical) 

Also in Poland is Italian Dominico Merlini’s  Krolikarnia, ‘Rabbit House’, which is 

now an art museum.     
Garden designs at these palaces by Szymon Bogumil Zug. 

Neoclassical style was adopted for several European churches: 

Sweden and Denmark were quick to adopt the new French style 18C. 
 King Frederick V of Denmark invited French architect  Nicolas-Henri Jardin to 

Copenhagen to design the royal church, the Frederikskirche, 1755. 

Michelangelo’s dome 

The last example:  Peter the Great of Russia named his capital St Petersburg in 1703 
and hired Italian, French, British and German architects, as well as Russian, to 
design the city.  During the next century and a half many Baroque and Rococo 
buildings were constructed.   One of several neo-classical public buildings is the 
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Academy of Fine Arts, on the Neva River, designed by F. Blondel and JBM Vallin 
de la Mothe, 1765. 

Academy of Fine Arts canal with Georgian townhouses 
            Church of Spilt Blood nearby (neo-Gothic) 

And now for something completely different: 
The founding of the Swedish East India Company in 1731 opened up Far Eastern trade 
and led to an appreciation of Chinese gardens.  King Adolf Frederick commissioned 
a Chinese pavilion and garden as a surprise birthday gift to the Queen in 1753. 

Everything was finished and in place in time for Queen Lovisa Ulrika's birthday in 
July 1753.   At the presentation, she received the gold key to the castle from the young 
Crown Prince Gustav (later King Gustav III), seven years old, dressed as a Chinese 
mandarin. 

  The Voliere (aviary) 

Summary:  Rococo style, the last phase of the Baroque, 17C  and  18C: 
▪ oval shapes, sculpture, staircases, but more subdued 
• Light and delicate; Baroque sombre and forceful 
• White and gold colours, also pink  

Neo-classicism dominated the 18C, from 1720s in England 
▪ Palladian features in Europe,  America and Australia into 20C 
▪ Renaissance style also revived  
▪ Georgian style in England, without columns in terrace houses 

- but  Georgian also includes Palladian and Renaissance  

See YouTube film:  People’s Palaces – the Golden Age of Civic Architecture:  Neo-
Classical 

Next week:  European Architecture of the 19th Century


